Hollywood on the Bayou
Movie Poster
Exhibit Catalog
I’m sure that you realize the film industry has been extremely active in Louisiana. But, most people do not realize that film production actually started here in 1898, over a decade before there even was a Hollywood. Most people also do not realize the massive amount of influence and number of films that Louisiana has contributed. Since the first production crew, there have been thousands of movies made in or about Louisiana.

We are film accessory researchers. Film accessories include movie posters, lobby cards, presskits, banners, press stills and other press material that were released by the studios with the exhibition of the film. Because we have been doing this for over 40 years, we have acquired the largest collection of original Louisiana movie posters in the state. We wanted a way for people to both learn about Louisiana’s film industry contributions and see our film heritage in a more graphic light.

To do this, we are making some of The Poole Collection available for Louisiana film-related exhibits to museums, galleries, film festivals and other venues. This can present a unique and surprising look at the wonderful history, beautiful artwork and cultural aspects of Louisiana’s extensive film history.

This catalog presents a very small portion of The Poole Collection, but a wide variety of topics, time periods and rarity to make any event very special. We present Louisiana film titles alphabetically, a brief synopsis, basic cast and connection to Louisiana and then show specific posters available. But first, here’s a brief explanation on the differences of handling movie art.

Unlike regular art, which is normally painted on canvas or printed on high quality paper, original movie posters were created as advertising material that was originally meant to be thrown away. They were made on very acidic, inexpensive paper using inks that were not meant to last very long. Many pieces are also larger in size than regular art prints. For this reason, they require special handling for display and presentation.

All of the exhibit pieces come framed in a special light weight metal frame with acid free backing and special UV plexiglass designed to protect movie posters. This reduces weight, wear and protects color reduction from lighting. In other words, they come ready to hang.

Browse through the massive amount of titles to see what shock value, curiosity and excitement these original movie pieces can add to your exhibit.

This is the current exhibit catalog. A more extensive catalog is currently in process and will be released shortly.

For more information, contact us HERE.
12 Years a Slave – 2013

Based on an incredible true story of one man's fight for survival and freedom. In the pre-Civil War United States, Solomon Northup (Chewetel Ejiofor), a free black man from upstate New York, is abducted and sold into slavery. Facing cruelty personified by a malevolent slave owner, (Michael Fassbender), as well as unexpected kindnesses, Solomon struggles not only to stay alive, but to retain his dignity. In the twelfth year of his unforgettable odyssey, Solomon's chance meeting with a Canadian abolitionist (Brad Pitt)) will forever alter his life.

Dir: McQueen; Cast: Ejiofor, Pitt, Woodward; Historic drama filmed at Bocage Plantation, Destrehan Plantation and Felicity Plantation.

The following posters are available:

Original British Quad
30”x40” - Horizontal

21 Jump Street – 2012

In high school, Schmidt (Jonah Hill) was a dork and Jenko (Channing Tatum) was the popular jock. After graduation, both of them joined the police force and ended up as partners riding bicycles in the city park. Since they are young and look like high school students, they are assigned to an undercover unit to infiltrate a drug ring that is supplying high school students synthetic drugs.


Original U.S. One Sheet Advance
27”x40”
At the age of 9, Abraham Lincoln witnesses his mother being killed by a vampire, Jack Barts. Some 10 years later, he unsuccessfully tries to eliminate Barts but in the process makes the acquaintance of Henry Sturgess who teaches him how to fight and what is required to kill a vampire. The quid pro quo is that Abe will kill only those vampires that Henry directs him to. Abe relocates to Springfield where he gets a job as a store clerk while he studies the law and kills vampires by night. He also meets and eventually marries the pretty Mary Todd.

Many years later as President of the United States, he comes to realize that vampires are fighting with the Confederate forces. As a result he mounts his own campaign to defeat them.

Dir: Bekmambetov; Cast: Walker Sewell. Action fantasy horror filmed in New Orleans French Quarter, Covington and Vacherie at the Oak Alley Plantation.

Three petty thieves who the police believe to be major criminals are chased into a basement bar where they take five hostages including all the bar employees. The rest of the movie deals with the cops lurking outside the bar while the trio try to get hold of the situation inside. Kevin Spacey’s directorial debut.

Dir: Spacey; Cast: Dillon, Dunaway. Crime drama thriller set and partially filmed in New Orleans.
All Dogs Go to Heaven 1989

When a casino owning dog named Charlie is murdered by his rival Carface, he finds himself in Heaven basically by default since all dogs go to heaven. Wanting revenge, he cons his way back to the living with the warning that doing that damns him to Hell. Once back, he teams with his old partner to get his retaliation. He meets an orphan girl who can talk to the animals, allowing him to get the inside info on the races. All the while, he is haunted by nightmares of Hell unless he can prove that he is worthy of Heaven again.

Dir: Bluth, Goldman; Cast (Voices): DeLuise, Reynolds. Adventure animation set in New Orleans.

Alligator People 1959

A newlywed couple sit in a train. The husband receives a frantic telegram. He gets off at a station to make a phone call, the train pulls away without him on it, and that’s the last his wife sees of him.

Years later after a long search she finally tracks him down on his family’s southern estate where she discovers that a failed medical treatment has turned him into an alligator mutant.

Dir: Del Ruth; Cast: Garland, Bennett. This horror drama is set in the fictional town of Bayou Landing and filmed in the bayous of Louisiana.

Original U.S. One Sheet 27”x40”
Alvarez Kelly 1966

Suave Mexican cattleman Alvarez Kelly has little interest in the Civil War except to make some money. But after a long drive to deliver cattle to the Unionists he finds himself kidnapped by Confederate Colonel Tom Rossiter.

With his hungry troops surrounded in Richmond the Colonel intends, one way or the other, to persuade Kelly to help steal the herd and move it into town.


The following posters are available:
Angel Heart 1987

Harry Angel has a new case, to find a man called Johnny Favourite. Except things aren't quite that simple, and Johnny doesn't want to be found. Let's just say that, amongst the period detail and beautiful scenery, it all gets really, really nasty.


The following posters are available:

Original U.S. one sheet 27”x40”

Original Japanese B2 poster 20”x29”

Continued next page
Angel Heart 1987 - Continued

Original U.S. Lobby Card #1
11”x14”

Original U.S. Lobby Card #2
11”x14”

Original U.S. Lobby Card #3
11”x14”

Original U.S. Lobby Card #4
11”x14”

Continued next page
Lobby cards are also available in complete set of 8 cards framed - 28” x 44”
**Bad Lieutenant: Port of Call New Orleans 2009**

After Katrina, police sergeant Terence McDonagh rescues a prisoner, hurts his back in the process and earns a promotion to lieutenant plus an addiction to cocaine and painkillers. Six months later, a family is murdered over drugs; Terence runs the investigation.

His drug-using prostitute girlfriend, his alcoholic father’s dog, run-ins with two old women and a well-connected john, gambling losses, a nervous young witness, and thefts of police property put Terence’s job and then his life in danger. He starts seeing things. He wants a big score to get out from under mounting debts, so he joins forces with drug dealers. The murders remain unsolved. A bad lieutenant gets worse.

Dir: Herzog; Cast: Cage, Mendes. Crime drama partially filmed in Algiers and New Orleans, including the Audubon Aquarium of the Americas.

---

**Baltimore Bullet 1980**

The Baltimore Bullet", a legendary pool player who’s seen better days. He "adopts" an aspiring pool champ, teaching him practically everything he knows. When they learn that “The Deacon”, a world-class pool hustler, has been paroled, the pool hustlers go to New Orleans to challenge him on his home turf, but they have to raise $20,000 to play The Deacon, who beat Nick the last time they competed. In the evening, The Deacon joins a poker game in a New Orleans hotel room. When Nick calls asking for a rematch, the Deacon issues a challenge: he will play if Nick wins Paulie’s nine-ball tournament and wagers $20,000.


---

**Original British Quad Advance**
30”x40” Horizontal

**Original U.S. One Sheet**
27”x41”
Living in Kentucky prior to the Civil War, Amantha Starr is a privileged young woman. Her widower father, a wealthy plantation owner, dotes on her and he sends her to the best schools. When he dies suddenly however, Amantha’s world is turned upside down. She learns that her father had been living on borrowed money and that her mother was actually a slave and her father’s mistress. The plantation is to be sold to pay off her father’s debts and as the daughter of slave, Amantha is also to be sold as property. She is bought by a Louisiana plantation owner, Hamish Bond and over time she grows to love him until she learns he was a slave-trader. She tries again to become part of white society but realizes that her future lies elsewhere.

Dir: Walsh; Cast: Gable, De Carlo. Romantic drama partially filmed at the Ashland-Belle Helene Plantation in Geismier, Baton Rouge, Burnside, Clinton and along the banks of the Mississippi River and at the Cottage.
Band of Angels 1957 - Continued
Lobby cards are also available in complete set of 8 cards framed - 28” x 44”
Battle Los Angeles 2011

Los Angeles and other cities around the world are being bombarded by meteors that seem to be slowing down once they hit the earth’s atmosphere. The earth is suddenly being invaded by space aliens that have landed off the shore of LA, and who begin killing everybody along the beach. The military is ordered into action.

Marine Staff Sergeant Nantz (Aaron Eckhart), who was about to retire, is reassigned to a new platoon. The platoon, flown by chopper to the forward operating base at Santa Monica Airport, is being led by a new 2nd Lt. Martinez (Ramon Rodriguez). They are sent on a mission to rescue some civilians who are trapped at the police station within alien territory. They only have 3 hours to complete their mission and get out before the Air Force bombs that zone.

Dir: Liebesman; Cast: Eckhart, Rodriguez. Action sci-fi partially filmed at Shreveport, Bossier City and Baton Rouge at City Park, Ryan Airport and Raleigh Studios.

Original U.S. One Sheet Advance
27”x40”

Original U.S. One Sheet Advance 2
27”x40”
**Battleship 2012**

Based on the classic Hasbro naval combat game, Battleship is the story of an international fleet of ships who come across an alien armada while on Naval war games exercise. An intense battle is fought on sea, land and air. What do the aliens want?


---

**Bayou 1957**

A community of Cajun fishermen living around a remote bayou includes one authentic beauty, Marie, who wants to better herself but must deal with the unwelcome attentions of storekeeper Ulysses. When she meets Martin Davis, visiting New York architect, they hit it off at once; but the sinister Ulysses is not inclined to suffer a Yankee rival.

Dir: Daniels; Cast: Graves, Milan. Drama filmed in Lafitte and Barataria with 2 scenes filmed in New Orleans. One at Moisant Airport and the other at the Roosevelt Hotel and included the Lafitte Pirogue races. World premiere in New Orleans May 30, 1957. Rereleased in 1962 as Poor White Trash with additional sex scenes added.


**Beast of the Southern Wild 2012**

In a forgotten but defiant bayou community cut off from the world by a sprawling levee, a six-year-old girl exists on the brink of orphanhood. She believes the natural world is in balance with the universe until a fierce storm changes her reality. Desperate to repair the structure of her world in order to save her ailing father and sinking home, this tiny hero must learn to survive unstoppable catastrophes of epic proportions.

Dir: Zeitlin; Cast: Wallis, Henry. Fantasy drama filmed in Montegut, New Orleans and Terrebonne parish.

---

**Beautiful Creatures 2013**

Lena Duchannes is unlike anyone the small Southern town of Gatlin has ever seen, and she's struggling to conceal her power, and a curse that has haunted her family for generations. But even within the overgrown gardens, murky swamps and crumbling graveyards of the forgotten South, a secret cannot stay hidden forever.

Dir: LaGravenese; Cast: Englert, Thompson. Fantasy drama filmed in New Orleans, Covington and St. Francisville.
**Belizaire the Cajun**

Chronicles the story of Belizaire Breaux, a village healer (traiteur) in Acadiana in 1859, who becomes entangled in a violent conflict between Cajuns and the new Anglophone arrivals to Southwest Louisiana. Belizaire is the unofficial spokesman for his people in this film set in the Cajun country of 19th-century Louisiana. His ex-girlfriend is now the wife of a local bigot who wants to rid the area of Cajuns. When the man turns up murdered, Belizaire is blamed.


---

**The Beyond 1981 – a/k/a 7 Doors of Death 1983**

The cellar of an old hotel is built on top of the door to the beyond. Bloody zombies roam there. A young woman who is heir of the hotel wants to restaurate it. She is confronted with strange events. A painter has a lethal fall, the plumber vanishes and her friend breaks his neck. When she escapes to the hospital of a friendly doctor she doesn't know what a nightmare is waiting there...


---

Original U.S. One Sheet
27”x40”

Continued next page
The Beyond 1981 – a/k/a 7 Doors of Death 1983 - Continued

Original French Petite
15”x21”

Original U.S. One Sheet
27”x40”

Big Easy 1987

Set in New Orleans, this crime thriller tells the romantic story of a classy detective whose investigation of a gangland murder lands him in trouble with the city's new District Attorney, a woman with a rigid penchant for following the law.


Original British Quad
30”x40” Horizontal

Original U.S. One Sheet
27”x41”
This movie tells the story of the latter years of Earl Long, the flamboyant governor of Louisiana. The aging Earl, an unapologetic habitue of strip joints, falls in love with young stripper Blaze Starr. When Earl and Blaze move in together, Earl's opponents use this to attack his controversial political program, which included civil rights for blacks in the 1950's. Can Earl keep Blaze and retain control of the state?

Dir: Shelton; Cast: Newman, Davidovich. Earl Long biography drama partially filmed at the state capitol in Baton Rouge, Clinton, Houma, Asphodel Plantation, the French Quarter in New Orleans and Winnfield.

Original U.S. One Sheet
27”x40”

Original British Quad
30”x40” Horizontal
During the War of 1812, General Andrew Jackson has only 1,200 men left to defend New Orleans when a British fleet arrives with 60 ships and 16,000 men to take the city. An island near the city becomes strategically important to both parties, but it's inhabited by buccaneer Jean Lafitte. Although Lafitte never attacks American ships, the governor hates him for selling merchandise without taxes - and is loved by the citizens for the same reason. When the big fight gets nearer, Lafitte is drawn between the fronts. His heart belongs to America, but his people urge him to join the party that's more likely to win.

**Buccaneer’s Girl 1950**

Pirate Baptiste takes only the ships of rich but wicked trader Narbonne. Fun loving Debbie, a passenger from his latest prize, stows away on the pirate ship and falls for the pirate; later, having become a New Orleans entertainer, she meets his alter ego, who’s engaged to the governor’s daughter. Sea battles and land rescues follow in lighthearted style.

Dir: De Cordova; Cast: De Carlo, Friend. Pirate adventure set in New Orleans in 1810’s.

**Bug 2007**

Having escaped her abusive ex-husband Goss, recently released from state prison, Agnes, a lonely waitress with a tragic past moves into a sleazy, rundown motel. Her lesbian co-worker R.C. introduces her to Peter, a peculiar, paranoiac drifter and they begin a tentative romance. However, things aren’t always as they appear and Agnes is about to experience a claustrophobic nightmare reality as the bugs begin to arrive.

Dir: Friedkin; Cast: Judd, Shannon. Drama horror thriller

---

*Original U.S. Lobby Card #3*
11”x14”

*Original U.S. Lobby Card #4*
11”x14”

*Original U.S. Lobby Card #6*
11”x14”

*Original U.S. One Sheet Advance*
27”x40”
The Cat People originated way back in time, when humans sacrificed their women to leopards, who mated with them. Cat People look similar to humans, but must mate with other Cat People before they transform into panthers. Irene Gallier was raised by adoptive parents and meets her older brother Paul for the first time since childhood. We follow brother and sister - who seem to be the only ones of their kind left.

Cat People 1982, Continued

Original U.S. Lobby Card #1
11”x14”

Original U.S. Lobby Card #4
11”x14”

Original U.S. Lobby Card #5
11”x14”

Original U.S. Lobby Card #6
11”x14”

Original U.S. Lobby Card #7
11”x14”

Original U.S. Lobby Card #8
11”x14”

Continued next page
**Cat People 1982, Continued**

*Original British Quad*

30”x40”

**Catch Me If You Can 2002**

An FBI agent hunts down a young con artist who successfully impersonated an airline pilot, doctor, and assistant attorney general, cashing more than $2.5 million in fraudulent checks in 26 countries.

Dir: Spielberg; Cast: DiCaprio, Hanks. Biographical crime drama with some scenes set in Louisiana.

**Cincinnati Kid 1965**

In 1930s New Orleans, the Cincinnati Kid, a young stud poker player who travels from one big game to the next, stopping along the way up with various girls, is pitted against the legendary champion card-sharp Lancey Howard in a high-stakes poker game.


*Original U.S. One Sheet*

27”x40”

*Original U.S. Insert*

14”x36”
**Cirque du Freak: the Vampire’s Assistant 2009**

Cirque Du Freak, a traveling sideshow filled with magical creatures, misunderstood freaks, and the mysterious vampire, Larten Crepsley. Drawn to the dark, unpredictable decides to trade in his ordinary life for a chance to become an immortal vampire.


**The Client 1994**

A gripping adventure of a streetwise kid who, finding himself wanted by both the FBI and the mob, hires a lawyer to defend his right not to reveal what he knows about a mafia killing.
The Collector 2009

When the Chase family moves to an isolated house in the middle of nowhere in Detroit, Arkin is hired to fix the windows and the doors. Later he meets his daughter and his wife that has a debt with dangerous sharks and needs money, but his week payment is not enough to pay her debts. Arkin plots to heist the safe of Michael Chase during the night to raise the necessary money. However, when he arrives in the house, he finds that a sadistic criminal has imprisoned the family and planted traps everywhere. Arkin seeks a way out of the deadly house to save his life.

Dir: Dunstan; Cast: Stewart, Roth. Crime horror thriller filmed in Mansfield and Shreveport.

Contraband 2012

A fast-paced thriller about a man trying to stay out of a world he worked so hard to leave behind and the family he'll do anything to protect. Set in New Orleans, the film explores the cutthroat underground world of international smuggling--full of desperate criminals and corrupt officials, high-stakes and big payoffs--where loyalty rarely exists and death is one wrong turn away. Chris Farraday long ago abandoned his life of crime, but after his brother-in-law botches a drug deal for his ruthless boss, Chris is forced back into running contraband--to settle Andy's debt.

Dir: Kormakur; Cast: Wahlberg, Beckinsale. Crime drama partially filmed in New Orleans.
Crazy in Alabama 1999

A backwoods Alabama boy named Peejoe -short for Peter Joseph- gets a quick education in grown-up matters like freedom in 1965. The catalyst is an unlikely source - his glamorous, eccentric Aunt Lucille, who escapes from her abusive husband and takes off for Hollywood to pursue her dreams of TV stardom.

Dir: Banderas; Cast: Griffith, Morse. Comedy drama partially filmed in Houma and New Orleans, including Lafitte Blacksmith Shop.
Crazy in Alabama 1999 Continued

Original Int’l lobby card #C
11”x14”

Original Int’l lobby card #D
11”x14”

Original Int’l lobby card #E
11”x14”

Original Int’l lobby card #F
11”x14”
**Creature From Black Lake**  
1976 – a/k/a Demon From the Lake

When the word gets out of a mysterious Bigfoot-type creature, two researchers come to a small town to study and hopefully discover what the beast is. Their research from some farmers help the two men to learn that the creature may be a very angry and murderous missing link.

Horror drama filmed in Bossier City, Oil City and Shreveport.

---

**Crossroads 2002**

Crossroads is an inspired, fun-filled adventure about taking risks, pursuing dreams and making friendships that last. Lucy and two childhood friends embark on a cross-country adventure that is sure to change their lives forever. Their goal is to travel to Los Angeles for a record contract audition.

Dir: Davis; Cast: Spears, Mount.  
Adventure comedy drama partially filmed in Kenner, Metairie and New Orleans.

---

**Original U.S. One Sheet**  
27”x41”  

**Original U.S. One Sheet**  
27”x40”
Cry of the Hunted 1953

A fugitive is pursued by a lawman who is obsessed with his capture.

Dir: Lewis; Cast: Gassman, Sullivan. Drama partially filmed and set in Louisiana bayous.

Cry of the Werewolf 1944

Young woman raised by gypsies is actually daughter of a werewolf. She starts killing those who know about her.

Dir: Levin; Cast: Foch, Crane. Horror set in New Orleans.
On the day that Hurricane Katrina hits New Orleans, elderly Daisy Williams (nee Fuller) is on her deathbed in a New Orleans hospital. At her side is her adult daughter, Caroline. Daisy asks Caroline to read to her aloud the diary of Daisy's lifelong friend, Benjamin Button. Benjamin's diary recounts his entire extraordinary life, the primary unusual aspect of which was his aging backwards, being diagnosed with several aging diseases at birth and thus given little chance of survival, but who does survive and gets younger with time. Abandoned by his biological father, Thomas Button, after Benjamin's biological mother died in childbirth, Benjamin was raised by Queenie, a black woman and caregiver at a seniors home. Daisy's grandmother was a resident at that home, which is where she first met Benjamin. Although separated through the years, Daisy and Benjamin remain in contact throughout their lives, reconnecting in their forties when in age they finally match up.

Dir: Fincher; Cast: Pitt, Blanchett. Drama fantasy mystery set in New Orleans and filmed partially in Donaldsonville, Laplace, Mandeville, Morgan City and New Orleans.
Damn Citizen 1958

Based on a true story, this film tells of Louisiana police superintendent Grevenberg’s battle to wipe out organized crime in Louisiana.

Dir: Gordon; Cast: Andes, Hayes. Crime drama based on true story of Louisiana State Police Chief filmed on location throughout Louisiana with many of the scenes shot in Algiers.
Dead Man Walking 1995

A convicted murderer on Death Row and the nun who befriends him. Through the portrayal of finely drawn characters and their interactions as the days, hours, and minutes tick down to the condemned man's execution, powerful emotions are unleashed. While Matthew Poncelet and Sister Prejean desperately try to gain a stay of execution from the governor or the courts, scenes are intercut from the brutal crime, gradually revealing the truth about the events that transpired. In addition to her temporal help, the nun also tries to reach out spiritually and assist as a guide to salvation.

**The Dead One 1960 a/k/a Blood of the Zombie**

A voodoo priestess sends out zombies to bring back live victims for her sacrificial rituals.

Dir: Mahon; Cast: McKay, Ormond. Horror filmed in New Orleans.

**Déjà vu 2006**

A ferry filled with crewmen from the USS Nimitz and their families was blown up in New Orleans on Mardi Gras. BATF Doug Carlin is brought in to assist in the massive investigation, and gets attached to an experimental FBI surveillance unit, one that uses spacefolding technology to directly look back a little over four days into the past. While tracking down the bomber, Carlin gets an idea in his head: could they use the device to actually travel back in time and not only prevent the bombing but also the murder of a local woman whose truck was used in the bombing?

**Desire in the Dust 1960**

The patriarch of a Southern family befriends the ex-convict who'd supposedly killed his son in an auto accident. The accident was actually caused by his daughter who hopes that she can buy the accused man's silence and thus secure her daddy's political future.

Dir: Claxton; Cast: Burr, Hyer. Drama filmed in Clinton, Asphodel Plantation and Zachary.

**Dracula 2000 a/k/a Dracula 2001**

In the millenium version of this classic Gothic horror we find Abraham Van Helsing (Plummer), who has tangled with Count Dracula (Butler) in the past, working as an English antiques dealer. Simon (Miller) is a vampire hunter in training under his apprenticeship. Van Helsing and Simon travel from London to New Orleans to rescue Van Helsing’s daughter Mary (Waddell) from the family’s life long nemesis - Dracula.


NOTE: Dracula 2000 was the U.S. title. Dracula 2001 was the international title.
Dreamer 2005

Ben Crane believes that a severely injured racehorse deserves another chance. He and his daughter Cale adopt the horse (in fact is a mare) and save it of being sacrificed by the owner. The arrival of the mare to Crane's farm, will be the perfect opportunity for both father and daughter to reconstruct their lost familiar bond. "Soñador" (Dreamer in English), the renamed mare, despite its broken leg, maybe could have another chance to return to the racecourse, with the help of Cale, Ben, and his father, Pop.

Dir: Gatins; Cast: Russell, Fanning. Horseracing family drama filmed partially in St. Tammany Parish.

Drive Angry 2011

John Milton is up against the clock: Jonah King, the leader of a Satanic cult, has murdered Milton's daughter and kidnapped her baby. In three days, King and his followers will sacrifice the child at midnight. Milton picks up the trail in Oklahoma as well as rescuing a waitress named Piper from her brutal, two-timing fiancé. There are odd things about Milton: his driver's license is out of date, he has a very strange gun, and he's being pursued by a man in a suit who carries FBI ID and calls himself the Accountant. Piper, who's lived a life on the sidelines, has to piece things together on the fly as they close in on King.

Dir: Lussier; Cast: Cage, Heard. Action filmed in Shreveport
The Drowning Pool 1975

Harper is brought to Louisiana bayou country to investigate an attempted blackmail scheme. He soon finds out that it involves an old flame of his and her hellion of a daughter. What is more, he finds himself caught in a power struggle between the matriarch of the family and a greedy oil baron, who wants her property. Poor Harper! Things are not as straight-forward as they initially appeared.


Drum 1976

A mid-19th century mulatto slave is torn between his success as a pit-fighter and the injustices of white society.

Lobby cards are also available in complete set of 8 cards framed - 28” x 44”
In 1820, André Tulane (Lex Barker), hot-tempered scion of a Louisiana plantation family, is debt-bound to Lili Scarlet (Patricia Medina), notorious gambling-ship queen, and the daughter of Jacques Scarlet (Ian Keith), a former pirate with Jean Lafitte. André helps Lili fight off the river pirates led by her former Fiance Hugo Marat (Warren Stevens), after he has seized control of Lili’s gambling-boat.

Dir: Castle; Cast: Barker, Medina. Drama set in early 19th century Louisiana and partially filmed in Algiers.
**Easy Rider 1969**

Wyatt and Billy are two motorcycle riders (bikers) on their way to Mardis Gras, and encounter hitchhikers, a drunken lawyer, a jail cell, a whorehouse and the death of a friend.

Dir: Hopper; Cast: Fonda, Nicholson. Drama partially filmed in Louisiana. Filming locations included New Orleans, including the French Quarter at Mardi Gras and the St. Louis Cemetery; the Long-Allen Bridge over the Atchafalaya River from Berwick to Morgan City; East Main Street of Garden City; West Main Street in Franklin; Krotz Springs, Lafayette, and Morganza.
Eaten Alive 1977 a/k/a Brutes and Savages a/k/a Death Trap
a/k/a Starlight Slaughter a/k/a Horror Hotel 1980
a/k/a Legend of the Bayou 1983

Judd runs the Starlight Hotel out in some sort of swampy place and is unfortunately a few slices short of a loaf. He has a crocodile conveniently placed on the other side of the hotel's front porch railing. The croc will eat just about anything, as the hapless guests of the hotel find out soon enough. A reformed hooker, an unlucky family, and the father and sister of the hooker all suffer various rates of attrition as Judd tries to implement damage control.

Dir: Hooper; Cast: Brand, Ferrer. Horror set in the backwater bayous of Louisiana.
Ender’s Game 2013

The Earth was ravaged by the Formics, an alien race seemingly determined to destroy humanity. Seventy years later, the people of Earth remain banded together to prevent their own annihilation from this technologically superior alien species. Ender Wiggin, a quiet but brilliant boy, may become the savior of the human race. He is separated from his beloved sister and his terrifying brother and brought to battle school in orbit around earth. He will be tested and honed into an empathetic killer who begins to despise what he does as he learns to fight in hopes of saving Earth and his family.

Louisiana football star Gavin Grey had it all. He was an All-American champion who married his high-school sweetheart, homecoming queen Babs Rogers, and who was a hero to his hometown. Yet after a failed professional career, Gavin realizes that fame and success have passed him by and that he no longer is the hero everyone keeps reminding him he should still be. His dissatisfaction with his life leads to strains in his marriage, and Gavin begins to wonder who he is, if he's not a hero anymore.

Dir: Hackford; Cast: Lange, Quaid. Romantic drama partially filmed in Baton Rouge, including Louisiana State University, Southern University Stadium, St. Francisville, Nottoway Plantation in White Castle.

Original U.S. One Sheet
27”x41”

The story is set in 1962 Louisiana. The Batiste family is headed by charming doctor Louis. Though he is married to beautiful Roz, he has a weakness for attractive female patients. One night Louis trysts with married and sexy Metty Mereaux, not knowing that he is observed by his youngest daughter Eve, who is there by accident. Eve can not forget the traumatic incident and shares a secret with older sister Cisely. Lies start to roll.

Dir: Lemmons; Cast: Jackson, Whitfield. Drama filmed in Covington, Madisonville and Napoleonville.

Original British Quad
30”x40” Horizontal
**Expendables 2010**

The "Expendables" are a band of highly skilled mercenaries including knife enthusiast, martial arts expert, heavy weapons specialist, demolitionist and loose-cannon sniper. When the group is commissioned to assassinate the dictator of a small South American island, they head to the remote locale to scout out their opposition. Once there, they meet with local rebel and discover the true nature of the conflict engulfing the city.


---

**Family That Preys 2008**

When two matriarchs and long-time friends become mired in their families' bickering, gossip and crazy business, they decide to escape on a cross-country road trip where they rediscover themselves and find a way to save their families from ruin.

Dir: Perry; Cast: Bates, Woodard. Drama with some scenes filmed in New Orleans.

---

Original U.S. One Sheet Advance
27”x41”

Original U.S. One Sheet
27”x40”
**The Farm: Angola U.S.A. 1998**

Documentary depicting day to day life in Angola Prison mostly from an inmate's perspective. Interviews are with several inmates including one with a life sentence who is about to die.

Dir: Garbus, Rideau. Documentary filmed at Angola and Baton Rouge.

---

**Flame of New Orleans 1941**

In this romance, set in New Orleans during 1841, a European gold digger comes to town and begins impersonating a noblewoman to facilitate her rise in society. The story opens with the sight of a lovely wedding gown forlornly floating down the Mississippi River. The rest of the tale is told via flashback.

Dir: Clair; Cast: Dietrich, Cabot.

Romantic comedy set in pre-Civil War New Orleans and partially filmed in New Orleans. Premiered at Orpheum Theater in New Orleans April 24, 1941.
**Fletch Lives 1989**

Fletch is a reporter for a Los Angeles newspaper, but he acts more like a detective. When an obscure relative leaves him a Louisiana mansion in his will, Fletch is naturally curious. Arriving in Louisiana, events occur that make him suspect that all is not well, and there is more to the property than he has been led to believe.


---

**French Quarter 1977**

Chronicles the life of a young New Orleans prostitute and her co-workers.

Dir: Kane; Cast: Mayo, Davison. Drama filmed and set in New Orleans.
French Quarter 1977 Continued
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**Ft DeRussy: Confederate Gibraltar 2014**

In the spring of 1864, Union forces invaded western Louisiana. The first obstacle to this 'Red River Campaign' was the capture of a small undermanned Ft. DeRussy, which stood like the 'Rock of Gibraltar' guarding the Red River from the Union navy. Here less than 350 Confederates showed their courage against a force of 10,000 invading Union soldiers. This video explores the rationale for the construction of the fort as well as some of the more significant events associated with Ft. DeRussy in an effort to raise awareness of this Civil War landmark, located in central Louisiana, that is slowly fading away. This documentary was made in Louisiana, by a Louisiana Independent Film Company, and starring Louisiana authors/historians.

**G. I. Joe Retaliation 2012**

Framed for crimes against the country, the G.I. Joe team is terminated by the President's order, and the surviving team members face off against Zartan, his accomplices, and the world leaders he has under his influence.

Dir: Chu; Cast: Johnson, Pryce; Action filmed at Greenwood Plantation St. Francisville and New Orleans, especially at Fort Pike, Michoud and City Park.
Gator Bait 1974 a/k/a Swamp Bait

Desiree lives deep in the swamp and supports herself and her siblings by poaching. Ben and deputy Billy hope to get a little sexual comfort from the "Cajun swamp rat" when they catch Desiree trapping 'gators, and give chase. Desiree outsmarts them but Billy accidentally shoots Ben and tells his sheriff dad that Desiree did it. Ben's dad and sons join them in the search party and quickly get out of control. Soon the hunters become the hunted as Desiree exacts her revenge for their violence against her family.

Dir: Sebastian; Cast: Jennings, Gilman. Action drama filmed in Thibodaux.
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**Glory Alley 1952**

A New Orleans prizefighter decides to throw in the towel and suddenly end his career. His family and handlers assume that he’s turned yellow. A series of complex flashbacks, coupled with a tour of duty in Korea, prove otherwise.


**Glory Road 2006**

40 years ago, Don Haskins went on the recruiting trail to find the best talent in the land, black or white. 7 blacks and 5 whites made up the legendary 1965-66 Texas Western Miners. They were mocked and ridiculed for their showboating and flaunting of black players on the court. Yet, in the face of seemingly insurmountable odds, Haskins and his Miners came together as a team united to reach the National Championship game against powerhouse Kentucky.


---
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In a mysterious universe, an elite defense force of peace and justice have existed for centuries. Cocky test pilot Hal Jordan acquires superhuman powers when he is chosen by "the Ring", the willpower-fed source of power, of the Green Lantern Corps. Reluctantly at first, he takes on the challenges these other superheroes face. Putting his self-doubts aside, and spurred on by his sense of duty and love for his beautiful, intellectually equal, colleague, Carol Ferris, he is soon called to defend mankind from Parallax, a powerful, evil being who feeds on fear. He is the universe's last chance, as many Green Lanterns have been killed and the Corps is weakened. And he might just be the right Green Lantern for the job of keeping the world safe from harm. Based on the characters of DC Comics series "Green Lantern".

Dir: Campbell; Cast: Reynolds, Sarsgaard. Sci-fi partially filmed in New Orleans and Madisonville.
**Green Mile 1999**

Death Row guards at a penitentiary, in the 1930's, have a moral dilemma with their job when they discover one of their prisoners, a convicted murderer, has a special gift.

Dir: Darabont; Cast: Hanks, Duncan. Crime drama fantasy with some scenes set in Louisiana.

---

**Gun in Betty Lou’s Handbag 1992**

No one ever paid any attention to shy librarian Betty Lou Perkins, until someone found The Gun in Betty Lou’s Handbag! And when Betty Lou confesses to a crime she didn’t commit, her world turns upside down! The bogus confession launches a series of events as a new, sexy Betty Lou captures headlines, rocks out in nightclubs, outwits the mob and wins cheers from the townspeople!

Dir: Moyle; Cast: Miller, Woodard. Comedy mystery with some scenes filmed in New Orleans.
**Hard Target 1993**

Natasha Binder comes to New Orleans looking for her father, who has gone missing. In doing so, she meets a very hard man called Chance. He helps her find out that her father was killed by an organisation who sell the opportunity to hunt human prey. They are taking advantage of a police strike in New Orleans. Will the Muscles from Brussels win through?

In the depression, Chaney, a strong silent streetfighter, joins with Speed, a promoter of no-holds-barred street boxing bouts. They go to New Orleans where Speed borrows money to set up fights for Chaney, but Speed gambles away any winnings.
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**Haunted Mansion 2003**

Married realtors Jim and Sara with their children go to Gracey Manor and Mr. Gracey is enamored with Sara and they discover that Sara looks like Mr. Gracey’s old girlfriend, Elizabeth, who died young and they think it was a suicide but discover that *spoiler* she was murdered.

Dir: Minkoff; Cast: Murphy, Thomason. Comedy family fantasy with some scenes filmed in New Orleans and set in a mansion on a remote bayou.

**Heartbreak Hotel 1988**

Johnny, a 17 year old boy, succeeds in kidnapping Elvis Presley and thus convinces him to meet her mother who is a fan of his and has to stand difficult times at that moment.

Dir: Columbus; Cast: Keith, Weld. Comedy partially filmed in Louisiana.
Heaven’s Prisoners 1995

Ex-detective Dave Robicheaux has made a new life for himself and his wife Annie running a bait shop in the outskirts of New Orleans. When they save a little girl, the sole survivor of a plane crash, their lives become forever changed. They take the orphan child into their home and prepare to raise her. However, a visit from DEA agent Dautrieve brings out the detective instincts in Robicheaux and he begins to ask about the rest of the passengers. This brings trouble to Robicheaux and he turns to drug lord Bubba Rocque, a childhood friend. But the friendship becomes estranged when an assault on the Robicheaux home leaves one victim...Annie.

Dir: Joanou; Cast: Baldwin, Lynch. Mystery thriller filmed and set in the outskirts of New Orleans, including Nottoway Plantation in White Castle.
Her Sister’s Secret 1946

A WWII tale of romance that begins during New Orleans' “Mardi Gras” celebration when a soldier and a girl meet and fall in love. He asks her to marry him but she decides to wait until his next leave. He is sent overseas and she does not receive his letter and feels abandoned, but she does find out she is pregnant. She gives the child to her married sister and does not see her child again for three years. She returns to her sister's home to reclaim the child, and the soldier, who has been searching for her, also turns up. The sister is not interested in giving up the child.

Dir: Ulmer; Cast: Coleman, Lindsay. WW II romance partially set in New Orleans.

Original U.S. One Sheet
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Holiday For Sinners 1952

Three men, reared together in New Orleans but whose paths have drifted apart, each face a crisis during the last weekend of Mardi Gras: One of them is a doctor whose plans for the celebration are altered when a punch drunk prize fighter commits murder. The killing completely changes the course of the doctor’s life, and effects the lives of those closest to him.

Dir: Mayer; Cast: Young, Wynn. Drama set in New Orleans with Mardi Gras background Orleans.

Original U.S. One Sheet
27”x41”

Continued next page
A former DEA agent has gone through a crisis after his action against a biker gang went wrong and cost the life of his boss' son. He is recently widowed and is left with a 9-years-old daughter. He decides to quit the turbulent and demanding life of thrill for his daughter's sake and retires to a small town. His daughter fights off a school bully which sets in motion events that end in his direct confrontation with the local Meth drug lord. ready to pay any cost that it demands.

Dir: Fleder; Cast: Statham, Franco, Ryder; Filmed in LaFourche Parish, Ponchatoula and New Orleans.

This is the story of the clock-like movements of a giant, big city New Orleans hotel. The ambitious yet loyal manager, wrestles with the round-the-clock drama of its guests. A brazen sneak thief, who nightly relieves the guests of their property, is chased though the underground passages of the hotel. The big business power play for control and the thrilling crash of an elevator add to the excitement.

Dir: Quine; Cast: Taylor, Spaak. Drama filmed and set in New Orleans.
**Hurry Sundown 1967**

Drama of a ruthless Southern opportunist who tries to buy his cousin's land, and when thwarted, brings several tragedies to the lives of his loved ones.

Dir: Preminger; Cast: Caine, Fonda. Drama filmed in Baton Rouge, Hammond, Sunshine, St. Gabriel and St. Francisville.

**Inspector Gadget 1999**

A remake of the television series, Matthew Broderick stars as Gadget, who suffers an accident at the beginning of the film, and befriends Brenda, a robotic surgeon who repairs Gadget so that he can defeat the villain Claw. In the meantime, Gadget and Brenda fall in love.

Dir: Kellogg; Cast: Broderick, Fisher. Adventure filmed partially in Baton Rouge.
It hasn’t even been a year since a plantation owner named Louis lost his wife in childbirth. Both his wife and the infant died, and now he has lost his will to live. A vampire named Lestat takes a liking to Louis and offers him the chance to become a creature of the night: a vampire. Louis accepts, and Lestat drains Louis' mortal blood and then replaces it with his own, turning Louis into a vampire. Louis must learn from Lestat the ways of the vampire.

Dir: Jordan; Cast: Cruise, Pitt. Drama fantasy partially filmed in Destrehan, New Orleans, New Sarpy, Laurel Valley Plantation, Oak Alley Plantation in Vacherie and Shreveport.
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**Invisible Avenger 1958 a/k/a Bourbon Street Shadows 1962**

Lamont Cranston, aka The Shadow, investigates the murder of a New Orleans bandleader.

Dir: Howe, Sledge; Cast: Derr, Daniels.
Mystery filmed and set in New Orleans. Rereleased in 1962 as Bourbon Street Shadows.

**Original U.S. One Sheet**
27”x41”

**J. D.’s Revenge 1976**

A docile black law student is possessed by a 1940's mobster in mid-70's New Orleans. The mobster seeks revenge upon the people who killed him and his sister.

Dir: Marks; Cast: Turman, Gossett, Jr. Action horror filmed and set in New Orleans.

**Original U.S. One Sheet**
27”x41”
**Jezebel 1938**

Set in antebellum New Orleans during the early 1850's, this film follows Julie Marsden through her quest for social redemption on her own terms. Julie is a beautiful and free spirited, rapacious Southern belle who is sure of herself and controlling of her fiancé Preston Dillard, a successful young banker. Julie's sensitive but domineering personality--she does not want so much to hurt as to assert her independence--forces a wedge between Preston and herself. To win him back, she plays North against South amid a deadly epidemic of yellow fever which claims a surprising victim.

Dir: Wyler; Cast: Davis, Fonda. Drama set in antebellum New Orleans, with some exterior scenes filmed around Lake Charles.
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On November 22, 1963, president John F. Kennedy is assassinated in Dallas. Lee Harvey Oswald is arrested for the crime and subsequently shot by Jack Ruby, supposedly avenging the president’s death. An investigation concludes that Lee Harvey Oswald and Jack Ruby acted alone in their respective crimes, but Louisiana district attorney Jim Garrison is skeptical. Assembling a trusted group of people, Garrison conducts his own investigation, bringing about backlash from powerful government and political figures.

Johnny Handsome 1989

Johnny Handsome is a deformed gangster who plans a successful robbery with his friend Mikey and another couple (Sunny and Rafe). During the heist, Johnny and Mikey are double-crossed by Sunny and Rafe—Mikey is killed and Johnny sent to prison. While in prison, Johnny is invited to a rehabilitation program, where Dr. Steven Fischer rebuilds Johnny’s face and helps him get paroled. Johnny’s new life is consumed by the desire of payback.


Jonah Hex 2010

During Grant’s presidency, Jonah Hex is a remorseless bounty hunter. In the Civil War, he was a rebel whose honor put him afoul of a Confederate general, Quentin Turnbull, who murdered Jonah’s family while Jonah watched. As a result of the ordeal, Jonah’s face is disfigured and he can talk with the dead.
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**King Creole 1958**

Having flunked graduation for a second time and needing cash to support his crabby (and thus unemployed) father, Danny Fisher takes a job as a singer in the King Creole nightclub - about the only joint around not run by smarmy crook Maxie Fields who wants him for his own place. He gets on pretty well with Fields’ floozy though, and all this plus his involvement with Fields’ hoods and with innocent five-and-dime store assistant Nellie means Danny finds his world closing in on him all ways round.

Dir: Curtiz; Cast: Presley, Jones. Musical drama set in New Orleans; partially filmed in New Orleans included scenes in the French Quarter, Lake Pontchartrain and at a local high school.

**Lady From Louisiana 1941**

Northern lawyer John Reynolds travels to New Orleans to try and clean up the local crime syndicate based around a lottery. Although he meets Julie Mirbeau and they are attracted to each other, the fact that her father heads the lottery means they end up on opposite sides. When her father is killed, Julie becomes more and more involved in the shady activities and in blocking Reynolds’ attempts at prosecution.

Dir: Vorhaus; Cast: Wayne, Munson. Drama set in New Orleans.

Original French Petite
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**Last Exorcism 2010**

When he arrives on the rural Louisiana farm of Louis Sweetzer, the Reverend Cotton Marcus expects to perform just another routine “exorcism” on a disturbed religious fanatic. An earnest fundamentalist, Sweetzer has contacted the charismatic preacher as a last resort, certain his teenage daughter Nell is possessed by a demon who must be exorcized before their terrifying ordeal ends in unimaginable tragedy.

Dir: Stamm; Cast: Fabian, Bell. Drama horror thriller filmed in New Orleans and St. Bernard Parish.

**Last Exorcism Part 2 2013**

Continuing where the first film left off, Nell Sweetzer (Ashley Bell) is found terrified and alone in rural Louisiana. Back in the relative safety of New Orleans, Nell realizes that she can't remember entire portions of the previous months only that she is the last surviving member of her family. Just as Nell begins the difficult process of starting a new life, the evil force that once possessed her is back with other, unimaginably horrific plans that mean her last exorcism was just the beginning.

Dir: Gass-Donnelly; Cast: Bell, Garner, Clark; Horror filmed in New Orleans.

Original U.S. One Sheet Advance
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**Last of the Buccaneers 1950**

Pirate Jean LaFitte declares war on Spain and raids Spanish ships under the Venezuelan flag, but never touches American ships. He fights the Indians and eventually establishes Galveston, on the Gulf of Mexico, where he hoards his loot. When one of LaFitte’s pirates, unordered, sinks an American ship, he is hanged. Belle Summers intends to find out whether LaFitte was guilty.

**Legendary 2010**

Coming of age in small-town Oklahoma, high schooler Cal Chetley is a brainy beanpole who lives with his widowed mother. Ten years earlier his father, a state wrestling champion, died in a car crash. Cal’s older brother Mike, also a former wrestling champion but now down and out at 28, is estranged from the family. Cal joins the high school wrestling team while searching out Mike to ask for help. Mike rejects the offer, but Cal is persistent. Will Mike accept the challenge or is he destined to let Cal down?

Dir: Damski; Cast: Cena, Clarkson. Drama sport filmed in Kenner, Hammond, Laplace and New Orleans.

---

**Let’s Do It Again 1975**

Clyde Williams and Billy Foster are a couple of blue-collar workers in Atlanta who have promised to raise funds for their fraternal order, the Brothers and Sisters of Shaka. However, their method for raising the money involves travelling to New Orleans and rigging a boxing match. Using hypnotism, they turn the scrawny underdog into a super-confident fighting machine. They bet heavily on him, he wins easily, and they return to Atlanta with their money. All is fine until the gangsters conned by these two figure out what happened show up in Atlanta with a grudge. Now Williams and Foster have to rig the fight again so the gangsters can get their money back or they’ll be killed. Can they do it again...?

**Lolita 1998**

Humbert Humbert, a British professor coming to the US to teach, rents a room in Charlotte Haze’s house, but only after he sees her 14-year-old daughter to whom he is immediately attracted. Though he hates the mother, he marries her to be close to the girl, who will prove to be too mature for her age. They start a journey together, trying to hide they’re not just (step)father and daughter, throughout the country, being followed by someone whom Humbert first suspects to be from the police.

Dir: Lyne; Cast: Irons, Griffith. Romantic drama partially filmed in New Orleans, including Casa Hinard, Loyola University and Pirate’s Alley.

**Long Hot Summer 1958**

Ben Quick arrives in Frenchman’s Bend, MS after being kicked out of another town for allegedly burning a barn for revenge. Will Varner owns just about everything in town and hires Ben to work in his store. Will thinks his own son, Jody, who manages the store, lacks ambition and doesn’t want his wife, Eula, pregnant. Will thinks his daughter, Clara, a school teacher, will never get married. He decides that Ben Quick might make a good husband for Clara to bring some new blood into the family.

**Looper 2012**

A time travel tale about a killer who works for the mob in the year 2044 and recognizes one of his targets as his future self.


---

**Louisiana 1947**

A sharecropper’s son grows up to be the governor of Louisiana in this rags-to-riches bio-pic that tells the story of Jimmie Davis who was determined to get a good education and make something of himself. Not only did he become known as the singing governor, Davis was also a professor in a women’s college, and a streetwise police commissioner.

Dir: Karlson; Cast: Gov. Davis, Adams. Biography of Gov. Jimmie Davis with exteriors filmed in Louisiana, including Louisiana College in Pineville, Dodd College for Women, Louisiana State University, the State Capitol and the French Quarter.

---
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**Louisiana Hussy 1959**

Nina Duprez is an alluring Cajun beauty who leaves disaster in her wake wherever she goes. She destroys several families, breaks up a few marriages, and drives at least one young girl to suicide. Nina is finally trapped in one of her own webs of sexual intrigue.

Dir: Sholem; Cast: Peterson, Coe. Drama filmed and set in bayou country. Filmed at the Idlewild Plantation and the Gaughman home in Patterson and around Morgan City at the cemetery, J. B. Fuselier home and the levee area called “the Pit.”
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**Louisiana Purchase 1941**

Graft is rampant in the government of a "mythical" Louisiana, and the arrival of U.S. Senate investigator Loganberry brings panic. The chief miscreants shift the blame on to their innocent tool, Jim Taylor, who to save himself must "compromise" the simon-pure Senator Loganberry. As his instrument, Jim selects Marina Von Minden, beautiful Viennese refugee. But matters become complicated when Jim falls for Marina... and she takes a liking for the Senator.

Dir: Cummings; Cast: Hope, Zorina. Comedy filmed in “mythical” Louisiana.

**Original U.S. Lobby Card #A**
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Louisiana Territory 1953

Drama travelogue observing the 150th anniversary of the Louisiana Purchase. The film visits the 1953 territory of the purchase with extensive footage of New Orleans, Louisiana and its Vieux Carre, docks, business district and museums, ending with the preparation for that city's annual Mardi Gras. NOTICE: all poster scenes are of New Orleans.

Dir: Smith; Cast: Winter, Zinser. Drama travelogue filmed in New Orleans, including shots of the Napoleon House, Old Absinthe House and St. Louis Cathedral.
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**The Lucky One 2012**

A Marine sees a photograph almost buried in rubble in the middle of a combat scene. He steps over to pick it up, and with that small movement, he saves his life. A nearby explosion would have wiped him out. The photo stays with him through his third tour of duty, and when he comes home, he determines to find the girl in the photograph. He doesn't know her name or where she lives, but wouldn't you know, through happy chance he happens to be passing through Louisiana — and there she is!

Dir: Hicks; Efron, Schilling. Drama filmed in New Orleans.

**Man in the Moon 1991**

Rural Louisiana, summer of 1957, Elvis is King. At 14, Dani is coming of age. Her older sister is beautiful, smart, and off to Duke in the fall; her mom’s pregnant with number four (Dad wants a son), and Dad’s pretty strict. Life gets sweeter when 17-year-old Court Foster, his widowed mom, and two little brothers move into the vacant farm next door. Court likes Dani’s high spirits and direct way, and though he has a man’s responsibilities on the farm, they go off swimming sometimes. The waters of adolescence are deeper than Dani realizes as hers and Court’s feelings get jumbled. Then Mother Nature throws wrenching surprises at Dani, and she must come to terms with new emotions.

Dir: Mulligan; Cast: Waterston, Witherspoon. Romantic drama filmed in Natchitoches, on Pratt’s Bridge over Cane River and in Kisatchie National Forest.

---
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Mandingo 1975

Slave owner Warren Maxwell insists that his son, Hammond, who is busy bedding the slaves he buys, marry a white woman and father him a son. While in New Orleans, he picks up a wife, Blanche, a "bed wench," Ellen, and a Mandingo slave, Mede, whom he trains to be a bare-knuckle fighting champion. Angered that Hammond is spending too much time with his slaves, Blanche beds down Mede.

Dir: Fleischer; Cast: Mason, George. Action romance filmed at the Ashland-Belle Helene Plantation in Geismar; Houmas House Plantation in Burnside and the French Quarter.
**Mardi Gras 1958**

A Virginia Military Institute school cadet wins a date with a French movie goddess (who happens to be the queen of the "Mardi Gras" parade in New Orleans. The two fall in love, but the movie studio wants to capitalize on this newly found love for publicity.

Dir: Goulding; Cast: Boone, Sands. Musical set and partially filmed in New Orleans.

---

**Margaret Bourke White 1989**

Bourke-White, the 1920s industrial photographer, segues into a concerned documentarian in the 1930s, covering the rise of Hitler in Czechoslovakia, the bombing of Moscow, and the liberation of concentrations camps in WWII. She worked her way into Gandhi's private world, photographed black miners in South Africa, and other notable assignments for Life Magazine.

Dir: Schiller; Cast: Fawcett, Forrest. Made for TV bio drama partially filmed in Laurel Valley Plantation.
**Mechanic 2011**

Arthur Bishop is a 'mechanic' - an elite assassin with a strict code and unique talent for cleanly eliminating targets. It's a job that requires professional perfection and total detachment, and Bishop is the best in the business. But when his mentor and close friend Harry is murdered, Bishop is anything but detached. Pursuit of their ultimate mark, deceptions threaten to surface and those hired to fix problems become problems themselves.

Dir: West; Cast: Statham, Foster. Action partially filmed in New Orleans and Shreveport.

**Miller’s Crossing 1990**

Tom Reagan is the laconic anti-hero of this amoral tale which is also, paradoxically, a look at morals within the criminal underworld of the 1930s. Two rival gangs vie for control of a city where the police are pawns, and the periodic busts of illicit drinking establishments are no more than a way for one gang to get back at the other.

Dir: Coen; Cast: Byrne, Finney. Crime drama filmed in New Orleans, Slidell and Metairie.
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**The Mist 2007**

Based on a Stephen King story, a heavy mysterious mist, thick with blood-thirsty creatures, descends on a small village in Maine, where a group of people holes up in a grocery store to fight for their lives.

Dir: Darabont; Cast: Jane, Harding.
Horror thriller sci-fi filmed in Shreveport (Stageworks).

**Monster’s Ball 2001**

Set in the Southern United States, 'Monster's Ball' is a tale of a racist white man, Hank, who falls in love with a black woman named Leticia. Ironically Hank is a prison guard working on Death Row who executed Leticia's husband. Hank and Leticia's interracial affair leads to confusion and new ideas for the two unlikely lovers.

Dir: Forster; Cast: Thornton, Berry.
Drama romance filmed in Laplace and Louisiana State Penitentiary in Angola.
Mr 3000 2004

Stan Ross was a baseball superstar who turned his back on the game years ago when he finally hit 3,000 hits. Years later, he's now a successful, self-made entrepreneur whose many businesses revolve around his title: Mr. 3000. But a clerical error has proven that Stan is just short three hits of his spectacular hit record. Now, with time on his side and the potential to be inducted in the Baseball Hall of Fame, Stan must return back to the game and get back his title.

Dir: Stone, III; Cast: Mac, Bassett. Comedy drama romance partially filmed at Zephyr Field in Metairie and New Orleans.

Naughty Marietta 1935

French Princess Marie runs away incognito as her servant Marietta to escape her arranged marriage to a Spanish duke. Marietta is to leave that night on a cargo ship bound for New Orleans where she is to make a new life and find a husband. Princess Marie trades places with Marietta to escape her unwanted marriage and takes on the maid’s identity. Almost at their destination, they run into pirates and all of them are abducted. Captain Warrington and his mercenary scouts come to the aid of the women.

Dir: Van Dyke; Cast: Eddy, MacDonald. Musical drama set partially in colonial New Orleans.
**Naughty New Orleans 1955**

A young girl works as a stripper in a New Orleans nightclub. Her prudish young boyfriend doesn't know anything about it, until one night he happens to wander into the club and sees her.

Dir: Baldwin; Cast: Lane, Parker. Drama filmed and set in New Orleans. Filming primarily in the French Quarter.

**New Orleans Uncensored 1955 a/k/a Riot on Pier 6**

A Navy veteran purchases a government surplus vessel and becomes involved in the capture of waterfront racketeers.

Dir: Castle; Cast: Franz, Garland. Drama filmed and set in New Orleans. Filming locations were the French Quarter, Roosevelt Hotel, Lake Pontchartrain and on river docks.

---
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**Nightmare 1956**

A musician has a nightmare in which he killed a man. When he wakes up he finds evidence that the crime really took place and tries to find the truth with the help of his brother-in-law who is a police officer.

Dir: Shane; Cast: Robinson, McCarthy. Drama filmed and set in New Orleans.

**Nightmare Honeymoon 1974**

Sadistic low-budget thriller about newlyweds Dack Rambo and Rebecca Danna Smith who are pursued and terrorized by a pair of rural killer rapists. One of the psychos is John Beck from the '60s rock group the Leaves ("Hey Joe"). Filmed in Louisiana. Nicholas Roeg ("Don't Look Now"), the original director, was replaced by Elliott Silverstein after five days of shooting.

Maverick Chicago cop Eddie Jillette poses as a hit man to meet with someone in from New Orleans looking to have a job done. The result is that both the guy and Jillette's partner wind up very dead, while a stunning blonde in on the setup disappears. He heads south to settle the score and soon finds himself being hunted, with the girl in tow and the local police anything but happy. New Orleans may never be the same again.

Dir: Pearce; Cast: Gere, Basinger. Action thriller filmed partially in Baton Rouge and New Orleans.
Number One 1969

The story of Cat Catlan, a washed up quarterback for the New Orleans Saints who turns to drink and women to solve his problems. But he soon discovers that his problems are just beginning.

Dir: Gries; Cast: Heston, Walter, and members of local television stations and the New Orleans Saints. Sports drama filmed and set in New Orleans, including scenes filmed at Tulane Stadium during an actual New Orleans Saints game.
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**Oblivion 2013**

One of the few remaining drone repairmen assigned to Earth, its surface devastated after decades of war with the alien Scavs, discovers a crashed spacecraft with contents that bring into question everything he believed about the war, and may even put the fate of mankind in his hands.


**Obsession 1976**

New Orleans businessman Michael Courtland's life is shattered when his wife and daughter are tragically killed in a botched kidnap rescue attempt. Many years later whilst visiting Italy he meets and falls in in love with Sandra Portinari, who bears a striking resemblance to his wife.

Dir: De Palma; Cast: Robertson, Bujold. Drama mystery filmed partially in New Orleans.
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**Olympus Has Fallen 2013**

When the White House (Secret Service Code: "Olympus") is captured by a terrorist mastermind and the President is kidnapped, disgraced former Presidential Secret Service Agent Mike Banning finds himself trapped within the building. As our national security team scrambles to respond, they are forced to rely on Banning’s inside knowledge to help retake the White House, save the President and avert an even bigger disaster.

Dir: Fuqua; Cast: Butler, Freeman. Action thriller filmed in Shreveport and Bossier City.

**Out of Sight 1998**

A career bank robber busts out of jail (Clooney) with the help of his buddy (Rhames) and kidnaps a US Marshal (Lopez) in the process. When the two cons head for Detroit to pull off their final big scam, the Marshal is put on their case but she finds she is attracted to one of them and has second thoughts about bringing them in.

Dir: Soderbergh; Cast: Clooney, Lopez. Action comedy crime with some scenes filmed in Angola and Krotz Springs.

Original U.S. One Sheet Advance 27”x40”
**Passion Fish 1992**

May-Alice Culhane was a successful soap opera star, but a car accident has left her bound to a wheelchair. She returns to her now-empty family home in the bayous of Louisiana which she had eagerly left years before. She drinks heavily and vents her bitterness on the succession of nurses who are hired to take care of her and immediately quit because she is so unbearable. Chantelle is the latest of these nurses, and May-Alice is told that Chantelle is the last nurse she’ll get. Chantelle for reasons of her own, is also in a position where she badly needs the job to work out. The movie focuses on how these two women become friends and help each other heal emotionally.


---

**The Pelican Brief 1993**

A Tulane law student finds herself embroiled in a terrifying web of intrigue extending to the highest levels of government after she writes a legal brief exposing the illegal activities.

Dir: Pakula; Cast: Roberts, Washington. Crime drama partially filmed in New Orleans including Tulane University, Igors on St. Charles, French Quarter and Spanish Plaza.

---
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Pete Kelly’s Blues 1955

In 1927 Kansas City Pete Kelly and his jazz band play nightly at a speakeasy. A local gangster starts to move in on them and when their drummer is killed Kelly gives in, even though this also means taking the thug’s alcoholic girl as a singer. Kelly soon realizes he has made a big mistake selling out in this way.
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Pete’s Place 1965

Filmed while Pete Fountain recorded his album “Live” at Pete Fountain’s French Quarter Inn, New Orleans.

Dir: Cohen; Cast: Fountain. Short documentary about Pete Fountain. Filmed in the French Quarter.
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**The Pistol: Birth of a Legend 1991**

A story about the great basketball player "Pistol" Pete Maravich when he was in the eighth grade. He plays on the varsity basketball team at Daniel High School but has some very difficult obstacles standing in his way of playing. The only support he has is from his father, retired basketball pro Press Maravich.

Dir: Schroder; Cast: Perkins, Benedict. Biographical drama filmed at Southeastern University in Hammond, Ponchatoula and Baton Rouge.

---

**Point of No Return a/k/a Assassin a/k/a Code Name: Nina 1993**

Hardened criminal Maggie Hayward's consistent violence, even in police custody, ends in the execution chamber. However, top-secret US government agent 'Bob' arranges a staged death, so Maggie can be elaborately trained as a phantom killer and subdued into obedience. She gets a new cover identity as saleswoman Claudia Anne Doran. She also gets a wonderful house-mate, building super J.P., a broad-minded, gentle photographer. The two fall in love, and that complicates hit jobs. His good influence extends to breeding in her a conscience that places love over business, unlike Bob's agency.

Dir: Badham; Cast: Fonda, Byrne. Action crime drama filed partially in New Orleans and Laurel Valley Plantation.
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In 1917, in the red light district Storyville, New Orleans, the prostitute Hattie lives with her twelve year-old daughter Violet in the fancy brothel of Madame Nell, where she works. Photographer Ernest J. Bellocq has an attraction to Hallie and Violet and he is an habitué of the whorehouse. One day, Madame Nell auctions Violet’s virginity and the winner pays the fortune of US$ 400 to spend the night with the girl. Then Hattie marries a wealthy client and moves to Saint Louis, leaving Violet in the brothel alone. Violet decides to marry Bellocq and she moves to his house. Until the day that Hattie, who has overcome her past, comes to Bellocq’s house with the intention to take Violet with her.

Dir: Malle; Cast: Shields, Carradine. Drama filmed and set in New Orleans.
**Primary Colors 1998**

Jack Stanton is running for president. The election is seen through the eyes of young Henry Burton. Along the way Stanton must deal with a sex scandal.

Dir: Nichols; Cast: Travolta, Thompson. Comedy drama filmed partially at Oak Alley Plantation in Vacherie and New Orleans.

---

**Quadroon 1971**

In 1835 New Orleans, a white man from the North tries to teach some mixed-race prostitutes, known as quadroons, how to read. He falls in love with one of the women, and she with him, but they face many obstacles to their happiness.

Ray 2004

Legendary rhythm and blues singer Ray Charles’ life transpires on-screen, from his humble beginnings in Georgia, where he went blind at age seven, to his pre-fame life touring the South, and on to his career as one of the most enduring, inimitable performers in modern music.
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The Reaping 2007

The death of a child in mysterious circumstances sparks a series of events that seem to represent biblical plagues, which start occurring in, of all places, a town called "Haven" that is located deep in the bowels of Bible belt country in the bayous of Louisiana. A former Christian missionary turned religious phenomena debunker and her top open minded student turned personnel assistant are sent to investigate.

Dir: Hopkins; Cast: Swank, Morrissey. Horror thriller filmed partially in Baton Rouge, including Louisiana State University, New Orleans, Shreveport and St. Francisville.

Return to Boggy Creek 1977

Three children and two adults become trapped in the woods during a hurricane and it is up to a Bigfoot-like creature called 'Big Bay-Ty' to come to their rescue.

Dir: Moore; Cast: Wells, Plato. Horror thriller partially filmed in Loreauville.
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**Satchmo the Great 1957**

In this 1957 biography film of the jazz-great Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong, he and his band tour the world as American good-will ambassadors bring jazz at its best to the people of the world. Within the film, the life of Louis Armstrong is portrayed through the music. One of the outstanding scenes in this "biography/docudrama" shows blind songwriter W. C. Handy, with tears streaming down his face, as Armstrong, backed by Leonard Bernstein leading the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, play Handy's immortal "St. Louis Blues."


**Savage Bees 1976**

The festive fun of the annual Mardi Gras celebration is brought to a halt when a swarm of killer African bees escape from a foreign freighter and start attacking the juiced-up celebrants.

Dir: Geller; Cast: Johnson, Parks. Made for TV horror thriller filmed around New Orleans, including the Louisiana Superdome.
**Scoundrel’s Wife 2002**

Already an outcast for crimes she did not commit, a woman struggling to raise her two children in a small village during World War II is suspected of being a saboteur.

Dir: Pitre; Cast: O’Neal, Sands. Cote Blanche drama romance filmed in Lockport and Lafourche Parish.

---

**Sex, Lies and Videotape 1989**

Ann is married to John, who is having an affair with her sister Cynthia. Ann’s a quiet type and unwilling to let herself go. When John’s old friend, Graham, shows up, all their lives change. Graham likes to videotape interviews with women.

Dir: Soderbergh; Cast: Spader, MacDowell. Drama filmed Zee Zee’s and around Baton Rouge.

---
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**The Skeleton Key 2005**

A young woman helping care for an invalid in New Orleans finds herself caught in the middle of morbid going-ons centered around a group of Hoodoo practitioners.
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**Slaves 1969**

A Kentucky slave fights for his freedom from cruel overseer whose mistress eventually joins Davis and the other slaves in their revolt.

Dir: Biberman; Cast: Boyd; Warwick. Drama filmed in Shreveport.

**Soldier’s Story 1984**

A black soldier is killed while returning to his base in the deep south. The white people of the area are suspected at first. A tough black army attorney is brought in to find out the truth. We find out a bit more about the dead soldier in flashbacks - and that he was unpopular. Will the attorney find the killer?

Dir: Jewison; Cast: Rollins, Jr., Caesar. Drama set in Louisiana.
The Morgans, a loving and strong family of Black sharecroppers in Louisiana in 1933, face a serious family crisis when the husband and father, Nathan Lee Morgan, is convicted of a petty crime and sent to a prison camp. After some weeks or months, the wife and mother, Rebecca Morgan, sends the oldest son, who is about 11 years old, to visit his father at the camp. The journey becomes something of an odyssey for the boy. During the journey, he stays a little while with a dedicated Black schoolteacher.

Dir: Ritt; Cast: Tyson, Winfield. Drama set in 1933 Louisiana and filmed in Clinton, St. Helena and East Feliciana Parishes, Asphodel Plantation and Baton Rouge.
**Southern Comfort 1981**

A squad of National Guards on an isolated weekend exercise in the Louisiana swamp must fight for their lives when they anger local Cajuns by stealing their canoes. Without live ammunition and in a strange country, their experience begins to mirror the Vietnam experience.

Dir: Hill; Cast: Carradine, Boothe. Adventure thriller set in a Louisiana swamp and filmed in Shreveport, Bossier City, and the Caddo Lake area.

**Stay Alive 2006**

Loomis Crowley is testing the underground game Stay Alive with his friends Sarah and Rex. When the game is over, Loomis finds Rex and Sarah dead in their room, and he is pushed by a shadow from the staircase, breaking the banister and hanging the same way he died in the game. Loomis' sister, Emma, gives his game to his best friend, Hutch. They, and his friends Miller, Phineus with his sister October, Swink and Abigail play the game together. When Miller and Phineus die the same way they died in the game, the survivors disclose that the game is based on the life of the evil Countess Elizabeth Bathory.

Steel Magnolias 1989

A group of southern women come together as bosom buddies in this heartwarming story of life, love and loss in a small Louisiana parish. At the center of the group is Shelby Eatenton, newly married and joyfully pregnant, despite the fact that her diabetes could make childbirth life-threatening. Terrified and angry at the possibility of losing her only daughter, M'Lynn Eatenton looks to her four closest friends for strength and laughter as she battles her deepest fear of death in order to join Shelby in celebrating the miracle of new life. It is the film adaptation of Robert Harling's 1987 play of the same name which was based on the family’s experiences with the death of his sister.

Dir: Ross; Cast: MacLaine, Dukakis. Romantic drama filmed in Natchitoches and on the Northwestern State University campus.
**Streetcar Named Desire 1951**

This is the story of the mental and emotional demise of a fragile, repressed and delicate Southern lady born to a once wealthy family of Mississippi planters who seeks refuge at her sister’s cramped and tawdry French Quarter one-bedroom apartment. Here she finds that her sister lives (approvingly) with drunkenness, violence, lust, and ignorance.

Dir: Kazan; Cast: Leigh, Brando. Drama set in New Orleans and partially filmed in New Orleans.

**Suddenly Last Summer 1959**

A wealthy woman attempts to bribe a young psycho-surgeon from a New Orleans mental hospital into lobotomizing her niece. She wants the operation performed in order to prevent her niece from defiling the memory of her son, who died mysteriously.

Dir: Mankiewicz; Cast: Taylor, Hepburn. Drama set in New Orleans.
**Swamp Woman 1941**

Annabelle, a cabaret dancer, returns to the Florida bayous whence she came. Here she finds that her ex-sweetheart Pete is engaged to marry her niece Lizbet. When escaped convict Jeff stumbles onto the scene, Annabelle teams up with Pete to prove Jeff’s innocence.

Dir: Clifton; Cast: Corio, LaRue. Drama filmed in and around New Orleans.

**Swamp Women 1956**

A plucky police woman infiltrates a group of hardened female criminals who are planning to break jail and retrieve their loot of diamonds from its swampy hiding place. Complications arise when the women abduct a man and begin fighting each other.

Dir: Corman; Cast: Windsor, Mathews. Adventure filmed and set in New Orleans and Mandeville. Filming was in October, so stock Mardi Gras footage was used without the actors.

---
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**Tarzan, Lord of the Louisiana Jungle 2010**

Documentary about the making of the first Tarzan movie in 1918 in the jungles of Louisiana.

Dir: Bohl. documentary on first Tarzan film

---

**Texas Across the River 1966**

The Louisiana wedding of debutante Phoebe Ann Naylor to Don Andrea de Baldasar is stopped by the Cavalry over a matter of honor. Don Andrea flees across the river to Texas, where he meets up with Sam Hollis and his Indian sidekick, Kronk, who are carrying rifles to the town of Moccasin Flats. Don Andrea rescues an Indian maiden, tames some long-horns, competes with Sam for Phoebe's affections, eludes a Comanche war party and the cavalry and ultimately saves the town and gets his girl.

Dir: Gordon; Cast: Martin, Delon. Comedy western with some scenes set in Louisiana.

---
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**This Property is Condemned**  
1966

A railroad official, Owen Legate comes to Dodson, Mississippi to shut down much of the town's railway (town’s main income). Owen unexpectedly finds love with Dodson’s flirt and main attraction, Alva Starr. Alva and Owen then try to escape Alva’s mother’s (Hazel) clutches and the town’s revenge.

Dir: Pollack; Cast: Wood, Redford. Drama partially filmed in New Orleans, including the French Quarter and Lake Pontchartrain, and Burnside.

---

**Tigerland 2000**

In September 1971, a platoon of recruits arrives in Ft. Polk, LA, for infantry training before leaving for war. The final week takes place in Tigerland, a swamp similar to Vietnam. Jim Paxton has enlisted; he wants to experience everything and write books later. He befriends Roland Bozz, a cool Texan with a gift for getting into trouble and for helping misfits get discharges. At least one sociopath in the platoon hates Bozz, even as the sergeants grudgingly recognize his leadership abilities. As the platoon heads into its week in Tigerland, Paxton's body gives out, Bozz makes plans to go AWOL, and the sociopath gets hold of live ammo. Is the Louisiana swamp more dangerous than the DMZ?

Dir: Schumacher; Cast: Farrell, Davis. War drama set at Fort Polk.

---
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**Tightrope 1984**

A New Orleans police detective finds he has some of the same traits as a serial killer of prostitutes.

Dir: Tuggle; Cast: Eastwood, Bujold. Crime mystery filmed and set in New Orleans, including Dixie Brewery, Piazza d'Italia, Riverwalk and Superdome.
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Snooty opera singer meets a rough-and-tumble fisherman in the Louisiana bayous, but this fisherman can sing! Her agent lures him away to New Orleans to teach him to sing opera, but comes to regret this rash decision when the singers fall in love.

Dir: Taurog; Cast: Grayson, Lanza. Musical set in Bayou Minou and New Orleans in the early 1900s.
The Toy 1982

On one of his bratty son Eric's annual visits, the plutocrat U.S. Bates takes him to his department store and offers him anything in it as a gift. Eric chooses a black janitor who has made him laugh with his antics. At first the man suffers many indignities as Eric's "toy", but gradually teaches the lonely boy what it is like to have and to be a friend.

Dir: Donner; Cast: Pryor, Gleason.
Comedy filmed on Perkins Road in Baton Rouge and Hammond.

Toys in the Attic 1963

Sisters Carrie and Anna Berniers have been supporting their ne'er-do-well brother Julian through various failed businesses; now, he returns home with a sudden fortune and his young bride. Jealousies both old and play a part as the sisters try to understand what Julian's been up to, and as his wife wonders if there's another woman involved.
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**Trouble the Water 2008**

A redemptive tale of an aspiring rap artist surviving failed levees of Hurricane Katrina and her own troubled past and seizing a chance for a new beginning.

Martin works at the local radio station, which just hired a new scriptwriter with a reputation for great drama, Pedro Carmichael. Martin’s aunt Julia, not related by blood, returns home after many years away and Martin falls for her. Once Pedro finds out about this romance, he starts incorporating details of it into the script of his daily drama series. Soon, Martin and Julia are not only hearing about their fictional selves over the radio, but about what they are going to do next.

Dir: Amiel; Cast: Hershey, Reeves. Comedy romance partially filmed in New Orleans.
The final Twilight Saga begins with Bella now a vampire learning to use her abilities. And happy to see her daughter, Renesmee is flourishing. But when someone sees Renesmee do something that makes them think that she was turned. This person goes to the Volturi, because it is a violation to turn a child. And the penalty is death for both who turned the child into a vampire and the child, cause they deem a turned child too dangerous. Alice gets a vision of the Volturi coming after them. So the Cullens try to convince them that Renesmee is not a threat. So they ask friends and family to come stand with them. But when someone who has it in for the Volturi shows up and tells them they should be ready for a fight. And they get ready.

Dir: Condon; Cast: Stewart, Pattinson. Fantasy drama partially filmed in Baton Rouge.
**Venom 2005**

A pack of teenagers run for their lives through the swamps of Louisiana, as they are chased by Mr. Jangles, a man possessed by 13 evil souls who is relentless in his pursuit of new victims.

Dir: Gillespie; Cast: Bruckner, Good. Thriller horror set in Louisiana swamps and filmed in Amite, Choctaw, Hammond and New Orleans.

**Wacky World of Dr. Morgus 1962**

In his New Orleans French Quarter laboratory, Dr. Alexander Morgus invents an "instant people" machine, capable of turning people into sand and then restoring them. Bruno, unscrupulous ruler of Microvania, uses the machine to place 300 spies in the United States, hoping to steal American secrets and sell them on the world espionage market.

Dir: Haig; Cast: Noel, Barton. Comedy horror filmed in New Orleans and Kenner.
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**Walk On The Wild Side 1962**

At the Doll House, a 1930's New Orleans bordello, Hallie is the main attraction both for clients and for Jo, the madame. Her comfortable if tedious life is disrupted by the arrival in town of Dove Linkhorn, her true love of three years before who is now searching for her. When Linkhorn learns the truth of her profession he triggers a chain of events involving a number of people.

Dir: Dmytryk; Cast: Harvey, Fonda. Drama filmed and set in New Orleans.
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**The Waterboy 1998**

Bobby Boucher is the lowly waterboy for a college football team, until the coach discovers his amazing talent for tackling people much bigger than him. He signs the Waterboy as the new star player, but Bobby must keep it secret from his overbearing and domineering mother.

Dir: Coraci; Cast: Sandler; Bates. Sports comedy set in the swamps of south Louisiana.

---

**The Witchmaker 1969**

Dr. Ralph Hayes, a professor of parapsychology, takes a research team into the Louisiana swamp where eight women have been murdered, drained of their blood, and marked with satanic symbols. The investigating party includes:

Dir: Brown; Cast: Eisley, Brandt. Horror mystery set in Louisiana and filmed in Marksville.
WUSA 1970

Rheinhardt, a cynical drifter, gets a job as an announcer for right-wing radio station WUSA in New Orleans. Rheinhardt is content to parrot WUSA's reactionary editorial stance on the air, even if he doesn't agree with it. Rheinhardt finds his cynical detachment challenged by a lady friend, Geraldine, and by Rainey, a neighbor and troubled idealist who becomes aware of WUSA's sinister, hidden purpose. And when events start spinning out of control, even Rheinhardt finds he must take a stand.
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**X-Men Origins: Wolverine 2009**

Two mutant brothers, Logan and Victor, born 200 years ago, suffer childhood trauma. They become fighters and killers, living from war to war through U.S. history. In modern times, a U.S. colonel, Stryker, recruits them and other mutants as commandos. Stryker turns to violence when Logan quits his crew causing Logan to seek vengeance.

Dir: Hood; Cast: Jackman, Schreiber. Action adventure drama with some scenes filmed in New Orleans and Shreveport.

**Year One 2009**

Zed, a prehistoric would-be hunter, eats from a tree of forbidden fruit and is banished from his tribe, accompanied by Oh, a shy gatherer. On their travels, they meet Cain and Abel on a fateful day, stop Abraham from killing Isaac, become slaves, and reach the city of Sodom where their tribe is now enslaved. Zed and Oh are determined to rescue the women they love, Maya and Eema. Standing in their way is Sodom’s high priest and the omnipresent Cain. Zed tries to form an alliance with Princess Innana, which may backfire. Can an inept hunter and a smart but slender and diffident gatherer become heroes and make a difference?

Dir: Ramis; Cast: Black, Cera. Adventure comedy partially filmed in Shreveport, including Stageworks, and Sibley.
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**The Yellow Handkerchief**  
*2008*

Three strangers of two generations embark on a road trip through post Katrina Louisiana. Along the way, relationships forge and change in a myriad of ways, leading to the possibility of second chances at life and love.

Drama romance set in a backwater Louisiana town and filmed in Morgan City, Covington and New Orleans.

---

**Youth in Revolt**  
*2009*

While on a trailer park holiday with his mother and her boyfriend, a sex-obsessed teenage boy meets an attractive girl and is immediately smitten. She claims to already have a boyfriend but this doesn’t deter the boy, who sets on a quest to win her heart.

Dir: Arteta; Cast: Cera, Doubleday. Comedy drama romance with some scenes filmed in Shreveport (re-shoots).
Zombie! Vs Mardi Gras 1996

The “filmmakers” of this black-and-white quasi-documentary go around Bourbon Street New Orleans to purchase marijuana, while a zombie bun goes around eating people.

Dir: DeMolay, Frank; Cast: James, Dalken. Straight to video horror filmed and set in New Orleans.
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